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The present paper is a modest contribution to the research into the functional
sentence perspective in English viewed in its relation to the English system of word
order. As it compares English with Czech, it also offers some observations on the
functional sentence perspective in Czech viewed in its relation to the Czech word-order
system. As to the method of investigation, it adopts the theory of functional sentence
perspective (= FSP) as it has been presented by V. MATHESIUS (1) and elaborated
by J . FIRBAS.

(2)

By functional sentence perspective we understand with J . FIRBAS 'the arrangement of sentence
elements as it is viewed in the light of the actual situation, i. e. in fact in the light of the context,
both verbal and situational. Viewed in this way, those sentence elements which convey something
that is known, or may be inferred, from the verbal or from the situational context (or simply
something that evidently constitutes the starting point of the communication) are to be regarded
as the communicative basis, as the THEME of the sentence. On the other hand, those sentence
elements which convey the new piece of information are to be regarded as the communicative
nucleus, as the BHEME of the sentence. Needless to say, the thematic elements are less important
in the given situation, being communicatively less dynamic... than the rhematic elements. The
latter, conveying the new piece of information, undoubtedly develop the communication very
substantially. Those sentence elements which belong neither to the theme nor to the rheme form
a kind of transition.' ( J . FIRBAS, Communicative Function, p. 39). (3)

According to V . MATHESIUS' definition, an adverbial element (adverb) (4) of situ
ation is one 'expressing the temporal, positional or causal background of the action'
(V. MATHESIUS, Srom. studie, p. 188). It consequently includes the adverbial elements
(adverbs) of time, place and cause.
It may be taken for established that word order is the main means of FSP in Czech.
In a non-emotive Czech sentence, the theme is situated at the beginning, the rheme
at the end. Compare the following four versions:
a) V 2eneve pokracuje jednani konference tfi mocnosti.
['In Geneva it-continues discussion of-conference of-three of-powers.'] (5)
b) Pokracuje jednani konference tfi mocnosti v 2eneve.
['It-continues discussion of-conference of-three of-powers iii Geneva.']
c) Jednani konference tfi mocnosti v 2eneve pokracuje.
['Discussion of-conference of-three of-powers in Geneva it-continues.']
d) Jednani konference tfi mocnosti pokracuje v Zeneve.
['Discussion of-conference of-three of-powers it-continues in Geneva.']
In each of the four versions, the rheme follows the other sentence element or eleBRNO STUDIES IN ENGLISH, Volume Four (Praha 1964)
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ments; it stands at the end of the sentence. In contrast with Czech, the English order
of words is to a considerable extent fixed. In consequence it cannot always meet the
demands of FSP operating as a word-order principle; in other words, it cannot always
change according to the changes in the actual situation. This induced V. MATHESIUS
to draw the conclusion that English is much less susceptible to FSP than Czech
(cf. p. 113). (6)
In his studies J . FIRBAS has convincingly shown that word order is not the only
means of FSP that the written language has at its disposal. Where English cannot
make full use of word order for the purposes of FSP, it can have recourse, to other
means. Some of these means are even without counterparts in Czech. Let us give
at least one example: Firbas has shown that the non-generic indefinite article and
its zero plural variant are means that signalize the novelty of the information and —
if the co-operation of the FSP means within the sentence permits it — mark out the
nouns they qualify as rhematic (cf. p. 113). According to J. FIRBAS, it is t!he semantic
structure of the sentence that through these means co-operates in constituting the
FSP of the sentence. The non-generic indefinite article and its plural zero variant
are words that 'on account of their specific semantic character show quite a particular
relation to the context and may — in co-operation with otheT means — either
weaken or strengthen the positions in the sentence.' (J. FIRBAS, Communicative
Function, p. 43). In this way they can act counter to the basic distribution of com
municative dynamism (= CD). (By the basic distribution of communicative dyna
mism we understand with. J . FIRBAS the natural, basic arrangement of sentence
elements, gradually and consistently proceeding from theme proper, i. e. from the
element(s) carrying the least amount of CD within the sentence (clause), on to rheme
proper,- i. e. to the element(s) carrying the highest degree of CD within the sentence
(clause). Thus in the sentence An old man entered the waiting-room, the initial position,
basically thematic, has been dynamically strenthened by the group an old man
on account of the presence of the non-generic indefinite article. In co-operation with
the semantic content of the verb enter (expressing 'emergence on the scene') and the
definite article, under the circumstances signalizing the familiarity of the waitingroom, the non-generic indefinite article marks out the element an old man as the
most important in the sentence — as its rheme proper (cf. p. 113).
Besides the semantic structure of the sentence it is the context itself that functions
as a means of FSP: if occurring in basically transitional or rhematio positions (in
regard to the basic distribution of CD), the thematic elements, as a rule conveying
notions that are known or may be gathered from the context, may communicatively
weaken such positions, 'dedynamize' them. On the other hand, rhematic or transi
tional elements, if occurring in basically thematic positions, communicatively
strengthen them, rendering them 'more dynamic'. (See J . FIRBAS, Communicative
Function, p. 43.)
In our notes, we propose to concentrate upon the mutual relation between the
sentence position of the situational adverb and the degree of CD carried by it as it
can be seen in English novelistic prose and in its Czech translation. Especially such
cases will be analyzed in which in regard to the basic distribution of CD the position
of the situational adverb is at variance with the degree of CD carried by it.
Under this heading come situational adverbs carrying low degress of CD, but occur
ring finally, i. e. in basically rhematic positions, as well as situational adverbs
carrying high degrees of CD, but occurring initially, i. e. in positions basically
thematic. In all such cases we shall assume (on the ground of the theory put forth
above) that some means of FSP, other than word order, have acted counter to the
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basic distribution of CD. Our endeavour will be to find out what these means are.
If we manage to do so, we may perhaps claim to have offered some proofs of the
validity of the propounded theory. We shall confine ourselves to the written lan
guage only.
We have subjected to analysis about 730 English sentences containing 842 instan
ces of the situational adverbs and compared them with their Czech counterparts,
taken from two different Czech translations. The English material has been drawn
from the first part of Galsworthy's Forsyte Saga (John Galsworthy, The Forsyte
Saga; Vol. I, The Man of Property, The Foreign Languages Publishing House,
Moscow 1958, pp. 41 —146), the Czech material from its latest Czech translation byZdenek Urbanek (Bohatec, Statni nakladatelstvi krasne' literatury, hudby a umSni,
Praha 1957, pp. 17 — 117) and from its older Czech translation by Bozena KubertovaZatkova (Bohatec, Aventinum, Praha 1926, pp. 19—120). (7)
Only declarative sentences have been examined or such exclamatory sentencesas from the formal point of view do not differ from the declarative ones. We have
excluded from our observation all non-emotive sentences containing some adverb"
of indefinite time (such as never, often, ever, always etc.). We have done so as in such
sentences the position of the adverb between the subject and the notional part of
the finite verb is practically fixed. From the point of view of FSP, second instance
sentences have been excluded from our observation. (8)
Let us now begin examining our material. In a considerable number of sentences
there is disagreement between the degree of CD earned by the situational adverb
and the sentence position occupied by it. It has been observed with 134 adverbs
of place (their total amount being 483), with 109 adverbs of time (their total number
being 308), and with 11 adverbs of cause (from the total number of 50).
It is worth noticing tliat the comparatively high frequency of the said disagreement
has first of all been caused by thematic adverbs. Thus, for instance, from 134 cases,
of disagreement observed with adverbs of place no less than 121 adverbs display
a small amount of CD. How shall we account for this phenomenon?
As V. MATHESIUS has shown, the leading factor within the English system of word
order is the grammatical principle, closely co-operating with the principle of coherence
of members. (See V. MATHESIUS, Srovn. studie, p. 183 and p. 112 of the present
volume.) This principle usually shifts the adverb of the examined type after the
subject, predicate and object, i. e. to the end of the sentence (comparatively rarely
the situational adverb stands at the beginning of the sentence and only in special cases
it can appear between the subject and the predicative verb, or between the predicative
verb and the object). As the basic distribution of CD places at the end of the sentence
the most dynamic, i. e. the rhematic elements, all non-rhematic adverbs occurring
at the end of the sentence are cases of disagreement between the degree of C D
carried by the adverb and the sentence position occupied by it.
Let us turn to our fir*t example.
1. The heat danced over the corn. — 102,29 (9)
Nad obilim tan5il zar. U 74,31 ['Over corn danced heat.']
If we denote the theme with (or if a differentiation of degress of CD within theme
is necessary, with , , ...), the transition with (or with , , ...) and the rheme
with (or with , , ...), (10) the FSP of the two versions of No. 1 will be indicated
in the following way:
1. The heat danced over the corn .
Nad obilim tancil zar .
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['Over the corn danced heat .']
The corn has already been spoken about and that is why the notion conveyed by
the adverb of place, over the corn, recedes into the background. The small amount
of CD conveyed by the adverb of place is signalized by the context itself, which
functions here as a means of FSP. Adverbs of time and those of cause may behave
in the same way.
Sometimes the adverb (or at least part of it) is formed by a word/group of words
that stands for (refers to) another word/group of words, occurring at least once in
the previous context. Take No. 2, for instance.
2. You^'ll have a lot of rain there . — 52,35
Tarn si uzijes deste . — U 28,09
['There (refl. pron.) you-will-en joy rain .']
The adverb of place there/tarn stands for the group of words in Walesjdo Walesu,
occurring in the preceding sentence. (11) It is evident that the adverb there)tam,
which by itself conveys no definite idea, could not have been used here had it not
been for the preceding context. That is why in the English version the adverb
of place there may be put at the very end of the sentence without necessarily carrying
a higher amount of CD. The adverb here (zde) has a similar character, as can be seen
from No. 3:
3. Itu'll be lonely here ... - 75,17
Bude tady smutno ... — U 48,36
['It-will-be here sadly .']
like in No. 2, the adverb here (zde) is of little semantic value, being only a substitute
for another word known from the previous context. Thus it becomes a semanticcontextual means of FSP and can act counter to the basic distribution of CD. Also
personal and reflective pronouns, as well as the demonstrative pronouns this (Czech
tento) and that (onen), can be classed with semantic-contextual means. (12) In
illustration of such words, we have adduced Nos. 4—7.
4. A misgiving arose within him ! — 78,19
Zrodily se v ngm obavy ! — U 52,10
['They-arose (refl. pron.) in him misgivings !']
5. [His uplifted face, with the awed and wistful look]
which faces take on themselves in church ... — 98,14
[Jeho zdvizena tvaf s bazlivym a hloubavym vyrazem,]
jejz na sebe berou tvafe v kostelich ... — U 70,31
['...which on themselves take faces in churches .']
6. ...Swithin was so long over this course ... — 85,13
— a Swithin nad timto chodem tak dlouho prodleval
. . . U58,08
['— and Swithin over this course so long lingered ']
7. H e had worked at that business ! — 64,20
Co se v torn podniku napracoval ! — U 39,19
['How (refl. pron.) in that business he-worked !']
The function of semantic-contextual means can also be performed by the adverbs
of time and those of cause. As to the adverbs of time, this would apply to such
expressions as now (Cz. ted, nyni), at fresent (nyni), today (dnes), nowadays (dnes
za nynejsich casu). And once again the demonstrative pronouns this and that have
to be mentioned in this connection as they enter into the expanded adverbs of time/
cause. Nos. 8 and 9 will illustrate.
8. She bad just that one idea now — Bosinney and his affairs . — 121,05
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Mela ted jedinou starost — Bosinneyho a jeho zalezitosti — . . . — U 93,08
['She-had now one worry — Bosinney and his affairs ']
9.
who (i. e. June — E . D.) frequently visited his house in Lowndes
Square at this period . — 131,06
jez (tj. June — E . D.) v te dobe casto navstSvovala jeho dum na
Lowndes Square . — U 102,31
['..., who at this period frequently visited his house in Lowndes
Square .']
Analyzing No. 9, we find that though the adverb at this period stands at the very end
of the sentence it remains thematic.This is due to the familiarity of the notion conveyed
by it, the familiarity being signalized by the semantic-contextual means this.
As to the adverbs of cause, the most characteristic semantic-contextual means is the
adverb therefore (Czech proto, tudiz). It occurs in No. 10.
10.
there was therefore nothing to do . - 127,26
..., a nem&l tedy co dSlat . - U 99, 06
['..., and he-had-not therefore something to-do .']
In our material, however, occur numerous adverbs of place and those of time that
in spite of expressing notions not known or uninferable from the previous context,
and in spite of occupying positions allotted by the basic distribution of CD to highly
dynamic elements, actually convey only small amounts of CD. Nos. 11 and 12
contain such adverbs.
11. I never use the lift at the Club . - 52, 20
V klubu nikdy nejezdim vytahem . — U 27,32
['At club never I-do-not-go by-lift .']
12. In spite of himself something swelled in his breast . — 102,32
Proti jeho vuli se mu v prsou neco vzdouvalo . — U 74,34
['Against his will (refl. pron.) to-him in breast something swelled .']
We suppose that the indication of the place (the local setting of the action),
conveyed by the adverb, is communicatively less important than the action (what
is actually happening). The notion conveyed by the adverb recedes, as it were, into
the background. Thus, owing to its semantic content, the adverb carries a low amount
of CD, though occurring in a basically rhematic position and conveying a notion not
known (uninferable) from the context. Nos. 13 and 14 allow of a similar interpretation.
13. This dinner in honour of June's engagement had seemed a bore at first ...
- 79,13
'Tato vecefe na po6est Junina zasnoubeni pfipadala mu zprvu nudna ...
- U 52,36
['This dinner in honour of-June's of-engagement seemed to-him at first
boring .']
14. If you"'ve nothing better to do on Sunday , . . . - 98,25
Nemate-li "v ned&li nic lepSiho na praci . . . — U 71, 04
['If-you-have-not on Sunday nothing better for work .']
The adverbs at first and on Sunday express the temporal background of the action;
like the adverbs of Nos. 11 and 12, they occur at the end of the sentence, and yet
carry low amounts of CD. It is evident that acting counter to the basic distribution
of CD, the semantic content of the adverb of time functions as means of FSP.
Regardless of position the semantic content (i. e. the local or temporal setting)
lowers the amount of CD carried by the adverb. It depends, of course, upon the
co-operation of all the means of FSP operating within the given sentence to what
extent the degree of CD carried by the adverb wiD eventually be lowered.
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In our material we have ascertained five sentence types in which the co-operation
of means has not led to a lowering of CD carried by the adverbs of place/time. These
five types will now be discussed here. If not otherwise stated, our observations hold
good both for the adverbs of place and for those of time.
I. In this type of sentence all the elements (or at least all the positive elements)
except the adverb express notions known or at least inferable from the context.
As the only unknown element in the sentence the adverb becomes rheme proper.
Such a co-operation of means is illustrated by No. 15.
15. She had met this Bosinney at the house of Baynes — Baynes and Bilde
boy ..., the architects . — 61, 36
Setkala se s tim Bosinneym u Baynesu — Baynes a Bildeboy , architekti . — U 37,06
['She-met (refl. pron.) with this Bosinney at Baynes — Baynes and
Bildeboy , architects. ']
The personal pronoun she refers to June, whose engagement is spoken about in the
preceding sentence (61,35). In consequence also the notion this Bosinney is to be
regarded as known, as it is given by the situational context (June was enaged to
Bosinney, not to anybody else). The same applies to the notion conveyed by the verb
to meet (considering the fact that the first meeting is indisputably a logical prerequisite
of the engagement). Thus the adverb of place has become rheme proper.
II. The adverb follows a verb that (in a wide sense of the word) states the existence,
of somebody or something while the existence of the person or thing is known or can
be gathered from the context. The adverb develops the discourse by conveying a new
piece of information — by communicating where, or when the given person or thing
exists (or existed etc.). Let us give here at least one instance of this type of sentence:
16. . . . and Rachel and Cicely were on a visit in the country . — 112,33
... a Rachel s Cicely byly na navsteve na venkove . — U 85,07
['... and Rachel with Cicely were on visit in country .']
The existing persons are known from the context; the verb to be expresses mere
existence, so that its semantic content is very poor; that is why it allows the adverb
on a visit in the country, conveying the new piece of information, to obtain the highest
amount of CD in the sentence, to become rheme proper. (Of course, if the person
or thing in existence is not known, nor inferable from the context, the adverb cannot
attain the highest amount of CD, though it is itself unknown and uninferable from
the context.) This can be seen from No. 17.
17. In this house of his there was writing on every wall . — 106, 30
Na vsechst&nach tohoto jeho domu bylo mozno cist pfedpovSdzhouby . --U 78, 35
['On all walls of-this his of-house was possible to-read omen of-destruction .']
Existence is not expressed by the verb to be only, though, of course, this Verb
expresses it most evidently. Other verbs convey it as well, such as to live (in Czech
bydleti), to sit (sedeti), to stand (stdti), to stay (zustati), to find oneself (naUzat
to appear (objeviti se), and the verbs of perception such as to feel (cititi), to see
(videti), or such verbs (in the passive) as to be spread, to be encased, to be laid dow
to be seated and others. All of these verbs express the 'existence' or 'emergence on the
scene' of a person or a thing. (13) In No. 18 the verb to live has been used, in 19 the
passive verb to be laid down.
18. [He had heard, of course — ... -1 that J o lived in St. John's Wood . ... 71.11
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[SamozfejinS se dovgdel - ...-,] ze J o bydli v St. John's Wood . . . . U 45,17
['... that J o lives in St. John's Wood .']
19. . . . ; that law was laid down in all the novels, sermons, and plays . — 71,05
. . . ; tento zakon byl stanoven ve vsech romanech, kazanich a dramatech ,
... — K Z 49,01
['...; that law was laid-down in iall novels, sermons and plays , ...']
III. The adverb of place follows a verb that needs an amplification answering
one of the following questions: where to?, where from?, which way? or from wher
where? In most cases the verb expresses active motion of a person or thing (to go,
to run, to come, etc.), but verbs expressing passive motion of a person or thing may
be classed here as well (to place something, to put something, to take someone, to (
someone, etc.). If such a verb is followed by an adverb of place conveying a notion
unknown from the context and the object which moves or is moved is known or
inferable from the context, the adverb usually attains the highest amount of CD
in the sentence, for under the circumstances the communication of the direction
of the motion is certainly more important than the communication of the motion
itself. Let us examine, e. g., the following two instances:
•
20. The cab rattled gaily along the streets
— 68,15
Kocar vesele rachoti'l ulicemi ... —U42,34
['Cab gaily rattled through-streets .']
21. June took her lover up to the woman with the beautiful figure . —
48,14
June odvedla snoubence k zenS krasne postavy . — U 24,03
['June took fiance to woman of-beautiful of-figure .']
In these two instances the adverbs along the streets and to the'woman of beautifu
figure have become rhemes because of expressing which way and to where the motion
proceeds.
For the sake of comparison, let us quote two sentences (Nos. 22 and 23) instancing
other types of co-operation of FSP means.
22. A fly settled on his hair . . . — 60,32
Na vlasy mu usedla moucha ...'— U 36,03
['On hair to-him settled fly ...']
23. ["Abandon hope, all ye] who enter here ." — 86,12
[„Vzdej se nadgje,] kdo sem vstupujes ." — U 59,06
['... who here you-enter .']
In 22 the moving object (a fly) appears 'on the scene' for the first time and attracts
greater attention than the place of appearance conveyed by the adverb (on his hair),
though even the place is a new notion not mentioned in the previous context. Thus
the expression a fly becomes rheme proper and the adverb of place on his hair conveys
a comparatively small amount of CD.
23 contains an adverb answering one of the given questions but conveying
a known, familiar notion; that is why it is given only a low degree of CD.
IV. This type may be characterized as follows. In addition to its basic semantic
content, i. e. that of the temporal setting, the adverb of time is characterized by
a certain semantic adumbration (colouring) of degree, evaluation of manner proper,
the adumbration of degree being present also in the precise determination of time.
An adverb of time is coloured by an adumbration of degree mostly when denoting
the length of an action, i. e. the degree of duration of an action, or that of its frequency.
Such a case occurs when the adverb answers one of the following questions: how
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long?, how often?, since when?, till when?, or how many times? Such an adver
phrase is to be found in No. 24.
24. I drink it every night of my life . - 79,12
Piji je noc co noc . — K Z 43,31
['I-drink it night after night .']
The adumbration of manner proper can be seen e. g. in the adverbial phrase
at a moment's notice in No. 25.
25. H e was ready.to rise at a moment's notice . — 79,12
Byl pfipraven okamzitS vstat . — U 52,35
['He-was ready instantly to-rise .']
The semantic adumbration of evaluation is caused by the evaluating words of
the so or too type. See No. 26.
26. ..., of which" he had so long been chairman , . . . — 76.19
..., v nichz je uz tolik let pfedsedou spravni rady ... — U 49,34
['... in which is already so-many years chairman of-administrative ofboard .']
In our material the adumbration of evaluation always accompanies the adumbra
tion of degree.
If the modification pf the semantic content of the adverb (caused by the adumbra
tion of degree or that of manner proper, or sometimes by both that of degree and that
of evaluation or by that of precise determination of time) is supported also by the
word order, the adverb most often becomes rhematic.
V. A high degree of CD can be observed with an adverb that is extended by
many attributes or even by a clause, occurs in the context for the first time and
is situated at the end of the sentence. We can find such an extended adverb of place
in No. 27.
27. This guard of men , all attached to the dead by the bond of kinship , was
an impressive and singular sight in the great city of London with its over
whelming diversity of life , its innumerable vocations, pleasures, duties ,
its terrible hardness , its terrible call to individualism '. — 145,10
Tato straz muzu. , spoutanych pfibuzenstvim s mrtvou , byla pusobivou
a jedinecnou podivanou ve velikem mestS LondynS s jeho drtivou rozmanitosti zivota , s jeho nespocetnymi povolanimi, radovankami, povinnostmi ,
s jeho strasnou krutosti , s jeho strasnym volanim po svebytnosti . —
U116, 08
['This guard of-men , bound by-kinship with the-dead , was impressive
and singular sight in great city London with its overwhelming diversity
of-life , with its innumerable vocations, pleasures duties , with its terrible
hafdness , with its terrible call for individualism .']
The adverb of place in the great city of London would — in accordance with itsbasic semantic content — recede into the background, carrying a smaller amount
of CD than the phrase an impressive and singular sight, if the head-word London wer
not extended by a number of attributes, conveying new notions. But the extension
is of such a degree as to raise the CD of the entire adverb.
We have briefly discussed five types of sentences in which the co-operation of FSP
means has not led to the lowering of the amount of CD carried by the adverbs of
place/time. Let us now turn our attention to the adverb of cause.
Studying the adverb of, cause from the point of view of FSP, we find that the
basic semantic content (14) of the adverb of cause is not of a purely 'situational'
character which — under favourable circumstances — would make the adverb
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act counter to the basic distribution of CD. In contrast with the adverbs of place/time
the adverb of cause seems to convey more than a mere situational setting through
its basic semantic content. As in Czech, in English as well, the amount of CD
carried by the adverb of cause depends on the position within the sentence, provided,
of course, the adverb conveys a new piece of information. Thus at the beginning
of the sentence, the adverb of cause as a rule becomes thematic, whereas at the
end of the sentence it becomes rhematic. Let us compare Nos. 28 and 29.
28. . . . for, thanks to that prescription of Blight's he found himself extremely
well , . . . — 79,02
..., neboti se zasluhou Blightova receptu citil neobycejnS dobfe ... —
U 52,29
['... for (refl. pron.) thanks-to Blight's prescription he-felt extremely well ...']
29. Her shoulders were shaking with sobs . — 125,11
Ramena se j i otfasala vzlykotem . — U 97,07
['Shoulders (refl. pron.) to-her were-shaking with-sobs .']
In.28 the adverb of cause thanks to that prescription of Blight's is thematic, in accord
ance with its initial position, whereas in 29 the adverb of cause with sobs becomes
rhematic — also in accordance with its final position.
Thus, from the point of view of FSP, the semantic character of the adverb of cause
appears to be quite different from the semantic character of the adverbs of place/time.
Having disposed of the three types of situational adverbs referred to by V . M A T H E SIUS as situational, we should like to add a few notes on FSP and word order in Czech
as compared with the corresponding phenomenon in English. Even in Czech —
though not so frequently as in English — there are cases in which the amount of CD
carried by the adverb is not in agreement with the sentence position, i. e., with the
basic distribution of CD. Thus in Czech we can comparatively often find a thematic
adverb of place/time in a position that according to the basic distribution of CD is
basically non-thematic. Owing to its basic semantic content, the adverb conveys
a small amount of CD and operates as a means of FSP even in Czech. It has to be
pointed out, however, that it is not usual for such adverbs to occur in end-position.
(Cf. No. 30.)
30. Each of these ladies held fans in their hands , . . . — 43,37
Kazda z techto dam drzela v ruce vejif ... — K Z 22,01
['Each of these ladies held in hand fan ...']
In this respect, there is a marked difference between Czech and English. While
in English the final position of an adverb with a small amount of CD is quite common,
in Czech it is very unusual. Needless to say, the Czech demand of a communicatively
strong end in a non-emotive sentence is in strict accordance with the fact that the role
of the leading word-order principle in Czech is performed by FSP (not by the gram
matical structure as in English). If a translator fails to observe these facts, he runs
the risk of an unusual, strange or — from the point of view of FSP — even inadequate
translation. Nos. 31 and 82 exemplify such unusual Czech translations. (The English
version of 31 has already been given in No. 11. Notice, however, the difference
between the Czech translation quoted in 11 and that given here.)
31. I never use the lift at the club . — 52,20
Nikdy nejezdim liftem do klubu . - K Z 30,20
['Never I-do-not-go by-lift to club .']
32. The tears sprang up in June's eyes . — 133,07
Slzy vstoupily June do oci ;... - K Z 107,30
['Tears entered to-June into eyes ;...] (15)
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Sometimes inadequate word order can give the Czech translation another kind of
FSP than that displayed by the English original. Let us compare the two Czech
translations of No. 33.
33. . . . who was talking to Bosinney by the door . — 55,06
..., jez u dvefi hovofila s Bosinneym . — U 30,09
['...,who at door talked with Bosinney .']
..., ktera hovofila s Bosinneym u dvefi . — K Z 33,05
['...., who talked with Bosinney at door .']
In the English version it is undoubtedly the object to Bosinney that serves as rheme
proper. This is well rendered by flie author of the more recent Czech translation who
puts the Czech counterpart of the Engjish object in end position. The other Czech
translation, on the other hand, keeps the word order of the original and induces the
reader to regard the adverb of place u dvefi (at the door) as rheme proper. (16)
We are closing our notes in which we have attempted to throw some light on one
of the numerous problems raised by FSP. Iii our opinion a solution of those problems
is a most urgent task of modern linguistic research. (17) Further inquiries into FSP
will certainly contribute towards a better knowledge of the function of language
A S a means of thought and communication.
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NOTES
(1) Cf. J . FIRBAS' study in tlie present volume of BSE. It discusses V. MATHESIUS' conception
of FSP and word order as presented in his paper Srovn. atudie. Other important studies by
MATHESIUS concerning these problems have been included in Geitina, a posthumously
published collection of his articles. See also the references to MATHESIUS' writings in J . FIRBAS'
papers, in J . VACHEK'S comments on MATHESIUS' Obsahovtf rozbor, and in P. NOVAK'S
Prostfedky.
(2) Cf. J . FIRBAS' study in the present volume of BSE. For a list of his contributions to the
theory of FSP, see Bibliography.
(3) Cf. also the entries 'division actuelle de la phrase', 'perspective fonctionelle de la phrase',
'rheme de la phrase' in J . VACHEK'S Dictionnaire.
(4) The term 'adverb' is used here in its wider application, covering not only simple adverbs,
but also adverbial phrases. Cf. H . W. FOWLER, U.icu/e.
(5) For the benefit of the reader who has not a ready command of Czech we add literal transla
tions of the Czech examples.
(6) Unless further indications are given, references are to pages of the present volume of BSE.
(7) The present paper is based on a diploma thesis, supervised by Dr. J . FIRBAS and presented
at the English Department of the Brno Philosophical Faculty in 1960. A parallel inquiry,
examining cases drawn from English dramatic prose, has been carried out by another
diploma thesis offered by L . LUNER. The conclusions arrived at by LUNER are in agreement
with the results of our investigation.
^8) 'Roughly speaking, these sentences contain one HEAVILY CONTRASTED word, and except
for their phonic (prosodic) and possibly also typographical form, they imitate the structure
of those sentences with which they are being contrasted (no matter whether these sentences
have really been uttered or merely exist in the writer's/speaker's and reader's/listener's
minds).' (J. FIRBAS, Communicative Function, p. 43.) V 2enev6 pokracuje jednani tfi
niocnosti ['In Geneva it-continues discussion of-lhree of-powers'.]
(9) The figures give the page and line on which the quoted example begins. Quotations from
KUBERTOVA-ZATKOVA'S translation are indicated by the abbreviation K Z , those from
URBANEK'S translation by U.

•(10) Cf. J . FIBBAS, Communicative Value, p. 97.
•(11) So you are going to Wales to-morrow to visit your young man's aunts? — 52, 33.
Tak zitra tedy jedes do Wafesu navStivit tety toho sveho mladika? — U 28, 08.
['So tomorrow then you-are-going to Wales to-visit aunts of-that of-your of-young-man?'].
(12) As has already been pointed out, the pronouns this and that obviously only form part of the
adverb, never making up adverbs by themselves.
(13) The operation of the 'verbs of existence or emergence on the scene' on the level of FSP
has been discussed by J . FIRBAS, e. g., in NezdHadovi podm&y, pp. 31 —40, Communicative
Function, p. 48 and 50, Word Order in OE & ModE, p. 85. Cf. A. G . HATCHER, Theme, and
J. FIRBAS, Sentence, p. 138.

(14) The term 'basic semantic content' refers only to the semantic feature characteristic of all
the adverbs belonging to one of the three discussed groups (time, place, cause); it does not
cover any of the possible semantic adumbrations.
(15) Z. URBANEK offers the following translation:
Do Juninych oci vhrkly slzy . — U 104, 26
['Into June's eyes sprang tears .']
URBANEK'S rendering of the sentence type under discussion as a rule sounds more natural
than B. KUBERTOVA-ZATKOVA'S. Observing Czech usage, he places the rheme at the end of the
sentence (clause).
(16) More examples could be adduced from B. KUBERTOVA-ZATKOVA'S otherwise careful transla
tion. Let us give here at least her version of No. 1.
Zar se ohvel nad obilim . - K Z 79, 04
['Heat (refl. pron.) quivered over corn .']
(17) V . V . VINOGRADOV has stressed the importance of these problems in Qrammatika, ii. 1, p. 91.
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SOUHRN
Poznamky k postaveni pHslovecneho urceni situacniho v anglifitine' a SeStinft z hlediska
funkcni perspektivy v8tn6

Na zaklade teorie o funkcni perspektive vetne, jak ji vysvlovil V. MATHESITTS a dale podnetne
propracoval J . FIBBAS, zkoumi autorka rozdfly mezi vetnym postavenim anglickeho a ceskeho
pfislove8neho urceni situacniho, tj. pfislove6neho ur6eni, ktere vyjadfuje casove, mistni nebo
prlfiinne pozadi deje.
VzUedem k tomu, ie gramaticky princip neni v destine hlavnim slovoslednymfiinitelem,souhlasi vetne postaveni ceskeho pfislovedneho urceni situacniho daleko casteji se zakladnim rozloze
nim vypovedni dynami&nosti nez vetne postaveni pfislove6neho urceni v anglictine: v ceske v8t6
jevi zakladove pftslovefine urceni (dale jen PU) nepochybnou tendenci obsadit zakladove, tj. podatefini misto ve vete, pfechodove PU ae nejcasteji objevuje uprostfed vety, tj. na miste pfechodovem, jadrove PU pak na konci vety, tj. na miste, jez nalezi slozkam jadrovym. Tyto tendence
jsou ve shode se znamou skutecnosti, ie funkcni perspektiva vetna (= FPV) je v ceStine hlavnim
slovoslednym dinitelem. Slovosled jako prostfedek FPV je v destine daleko fidceji nez v angli&tine
pfekonan jinym prostfedkem FPV. To take vysvetluje, profi stupen vypovedni dynamicnosti
ceskeho PU situacniho je velmi fiasto urcen jen jeho vetnym postavenim.
Naproti tomu v anglictine, jejimz nejdulezitejsim slovoslednym cinitelem je princip gramaticky,
vyskytuji se PU situacni, zejmena P U mista a 5asu, daleko casteji na mistech, ktera nejsou ve
shode se zakladnim rozlozenim vypovedni dynamifinosti. To vSak neznamena, ie je anglictina
k FPV mene citliva. Ma totiz k disposici jest6 jine prostfedky FPV, jimiz muze vyjadfit skutecny
stupen vypovedni dynamicnosti PU. Patfi k nim: 1. sam kontext, 2. semanticko-kontextove
prostfedky, tj. slova, zastupujici vyrazy zname uz z kontextu nebo na ne alespon odkazujici,
3. zakladni semanticka napln PU situacniho. Zakladni semanticka naplfi P U se vlak projevuje
jako prostfedek FPV jen u PU mista a casu, nikoli u PU pfifiiny. (Tato skutecnost spolu s tendenci
PU pfiCiny obsadit vetne misto, ktere by bylo ve shode se zakladnim rozlozenim vypovedni
dynami6nosti, odhaluje duleiity rozdil, jeni z hlediska FPV existuje mezi P U mista a casu na
jedne strane a P U pfieiny na strane druhe.)
Pusobeni zakladni semanticke naplne P U mista/casu jako prostfedku FPV osvetli nasledujici
pfiklad: jestlize ve vete / came across an important monograph yesterday pfinaseji vSechny sloz
krome zajmena I nove sdeleni, jevi se PU casu yesterday jako mene dulezite (a tudiz i mene vypoveclne dynamicke) nei vyjadfeni vlastniho deje came across an important monograph. Ve shode
se svou semantickou naplni, pouhou situacnosti, vyjadfuje totiz PU jen casovou kulisu deje,
vyjadfeneho pfechodovym slovesem a jadrovym pfedmetem, a stava se tak sloikou zakladovou,
ackoliv se vyskytuje na miste pfislusejicim jadru. Stupen vypovedni dynamicnosti PU situacniho
zayisi ovSem vidy na souhfe vsech prostfedku FPV v dane v6t6. Nelze proto pfedpokladat, 4e P U
mista/6asu bude vidy zakladove. Ve svem materialu zjistila autorka pet typil vet, v nicbi souhra
prostfedki'i FPV fiini z PU mista/casu slozku nezakladovou.
I. PU situacni je ve vete jedinou neznamou slozkou (ostatni vetne slozky jsou znamy nebo
mohou byt odvozeny z pfedesleho kontextu).
' II. Situacni P U mista/fiasu spolu se slovesem vyjadfujicim existenci pfinaSi nov6 sdeleni,
kdeito existujici osoba nebo v6c je z kontextu znama nebo odvoditemd (existencni slovesa jako
to be — by%, to live — £Ui, to stand — stdti, to appear — objeiriti se aj. vyjadfuji „existenci" n
osoby nebo veci, pfipadne jejich „objeveni se na scene".
III. Situacni P U mista, ktere neni z kontextu zname ani odvoditelne, odpovida na jednu
z otazek: Icaml, odkudt, lcudyl, odkud — kaml, pficemz pohybujici se objekt je ui z kontextu
znam.
IV. PU casu, nezname z kontextu a vyskytujici se na nezakladovem miste ve vet5, je charakterizovano vyznamovym odstinem miry/zpusobu nebo vyjadfuje nejaky pfesny Casovy udaj.
V. PU mista/5asu je rozvito mnoha vyrazy, pfmaBejicimi nova sdeleni, a vyskytuje se zaroven
na konci vety.
Podobne jako ostatni prostfedky FPV ani zakladni semanticka napln P U mista/casu nepusobi
ve vet£ nezavisle na ostatnich prostfedcich; uplatnuje se jen ve spolupraci s nimi. Jen dokonala
znalost teto spoluprace, teto souhry prostfedku FPV, umozni porozumfit tomu, jak jazyk rozlisuje
zakladove, pfechodove a jadrove slozky. AutorCiny poznamky chteji byt skromnym pfispftvkem
k poznani Wto souhry.
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PE3KDME
3 a M e T K i i K no-io'/Keumo C H T y a T H B H O r o oSt-TOflTejibCTRa B a H i v m i i c K O M 11 IBUJCKOM n s u K a x
c T O I K H 3peHiiH (j>yHKiinoHaJiiiHoS n e p c n e K T H B b i

npefl.iojKeHiiH

—

—

H3 T e o p H H <Jy HKn^tonajibHOH nopcnoKTHBhi n p e A J i o w e n H f l
Oiln
( = CMLICJIOa K T y a j i b H o r o HjieHeHHH npeffnoweHHH), HaMeieHHoii B. M a T e 3 H y c o M H pa3pa6oTaHH O H fl. O n p S a c o M , a B T o p HccJieayeT p a a j i u m i n M e w A y aHiMiHHCKHM n <ieincKHM H a u n a M H ,
K a c a w m H e c H nojiojKeHHH B n p e « j i o H « e H H H CHTyaTHBHOro o6cTOHTejn.cTBa, T . e. o6cTOHTejibCTBH MGCTa, BpeMeHH H npHHHHbl.
B cHJiy T o r o , H T O B H e p a p x H H B J I U B K I I I U I X Ha n o p H A O K CJIOB <j>ai<T0p0B B i e i n . H3. r o c n o A cTByiomyK) pojib n r p a e T O n n , a B a H r n . n3. — rpaMinaTireecKHii n p n H U i i n , n o j i o w e u n c
c H T y a T H B U o r o o6cTOHTejn>CTBa B neui. H3. ropa3A.o n a m e n a xo A H T C ti B C O O T B G T C T B H H C O C H O B I I U M p a c n p e A e j i e n n e M a n H a M H H n o c T H BbicKa3MBaHHH (T. C . B HanpaBJieHHH O T HHsmefi T e i i a MCXOAH

BOPO,

aim

—

—

TH1H0CTH
OT flaHHOlO
K B H c n l e i i peMaTH'IHOCTH — K UOBOMy), MeM B aHTJT. H3. B 3T0M
$aKTe, oflHaKo, He cuenyeT y c M a T p H B a T b ^OKaaaTojibCTBo T O T O , 6yATO 6u a m v i . H3. iteHee
n y T K o pearapyeT Ha O i l 11, H e M ' » i e m . na. H y j K H O H M e i b B BHfly, I T O n p a x o A H m a n c H H B AOJIIO
c H T y a T H B H O r o o6cTonToiibCTBa c T e n e i i b KOMMyHHKaTHBHoii AHiiaMHHHOCTH MoweT o6cjiywHBaTbcfl TaKHte w p y r H M H cpcACTBaMH, nein n o p n A K O M CJIOB, a HiueiiHo: a) caMbiM K O H T C K C T O M ,
6) c a o B a M H , 3aMemaioinHMH H3BeeTHbie H3 KoiiTOKCTa B b i p a j K e u n n H U H , n o K p a H H e i i Mepe,
yKaabiBaiomHMH Ha H H X , B ) O C I I . O B H U M
c e M a H T H M e c K H M cojtepwaHHeM CHTyaTHBHOro
o G c T o m e . i b c T B a . C n e f l y e T , Bnpo'ieiu, i i O A i e p K H y T b , >JTO ocHOBuoe r e M a H T H i e c K o e coflepwaHHe
nBJifleTcH weflcTBeHHbiM cpe/icTBOM
J I H I H K y o6c,TOHTOJibrTBa M c c r a H BpoMciiH, a He
y 06cT0HTejIbCTBa IipHMHHbl.

B03AHHCTBHe OCHOBHOrO CeMaHTHIGCKOTO COflepjKaHHH — OAHOH TOJlbKO C.HTyaTHBHOcTH —
oCcTOHTejibCTBa MecTa n BpeMeHH M O W H O upoHJi.inocTpnpoBaTb Ha cJie;iyioineM lipniaepe^
E C J I H B n p e a J i o w e n H H / came across an important monograph yesterday B C C K O M I I O H O H T I J
3a HCK.iioqeHHCM MecTOHMeHHoro n o A J i e w a m e r o / n e p e A a i o T I I O B O C cooSmeHHe, T O onpcAGJieHHO
BpeMeHH ( B p e M e u i i a n „ K y j i H c a " C O G M T H H ) , BbipawoHHoe O 6 ( T O H T C J I J J C T B O M yesterday
O K a a u B a e T c n Menee B O W H L I M ( H , c,jie;;oBaTejiwio, Meneo AHHaMU'im.iM B A B H H O M B M i K a s u B a HHH),
v e M co6cxBeHHOe C O C U T H C , BbipasKCHiioe i i p e A H K a T H B i i M M r j i a r o j i o M came across
H
flonojiHeiiHeM
an important monograph. OocTOHTejibcTBO sjieci. cTaHOBHTcn K O M I I O H B H T O M
TGMI.1 (oCHOBbl, a a i l H O l O ) , UeCMOTpjl Ha T O , »1T0 O H O UaUHMUOT nOJlOWCHHC B K O H H G npoAJiow e i i H H , rfle n o ocHOBHOMy p a c n p e A e j i e m n o flnnaMHMnocTH BbicKaabiBunHii of>i>iMiionaxoAHTCH
co6cTBeHuo n j i p o (peMa, H O B O C ) .
C n T y a T H B U b i e o C c T o n T e j i t c T B a MecTa n BpcMcnw, K O H C H H O , H C Bcerfla H O C H T x a p a K T e p
KOMnoHeuTOB TeMbi (flaHiioro). C T e u e H b H X AHiiaMH'inocTH B BbicKa3biBaHHH Bcerna S U B H C H T
OT B3aHMOOTHOU10HHH CpCACTB OUT],
A^MCTByiOIUHX B tfaRHOM Hpe«JIOHtCHHH. B CBOeM
MaTepnaJie aB'rop ycTaHOBHJi n n T b T H I I O B npej(JiowenHH, B K O T o p u x
B3aHMO0TnouieHHn
cpeACTB OilII u p e B p a m a w T o6cTOHTejibc,TBO MecTa H ; I H BpeMeHH B He oTHOcmneBc.ii K TeMe
KOMnoHeHT. Bee S T H iiHTb TrinoB aBTopoM B e r o cTai'be o n n c w B a i o T c d , O 6 T . I U I I H K I T C - H H H O J I itpenjifiiOTcJi n p H M e p a M H .
npe^JiaraeMbie 3aMeTKH a B T o p a H O M o r j i n oxBUTHTb Bcex T H I I O B B3aHMo*oTHOiueHnii c p e ^ c T B
OlllI, B K O T o p w x ocuoBHoe ceMaHTHKecKoe c o A o p w a H H e oScTonTGJibcTBa BpeMeHH H J I H MecTa
M O W B T npoHB;ifiTb ce6». O H H X O T H T CbiTb Jinmb c K p o M n w M BKJiaflOM B A C J I O noanaHHH T o r o ,
K a K H M o6pa30M n3i»iK, o p y ; i H e MLimjieuHfl H o 6 m e H H n , pa3;iHHaeT M e w a y KOMiioHtHTaMB
TeMbi (naHHoro), p e M U ( H O B O I O ) H n e p e x o A H L i M H KOMnoHeiiTaMH.
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